Episode Three:
Unlocking Video Surveillance
This is an excerpt from Unlocked — an ASSA ABLOY podcast series on campus security. Unlocked
explores the security issues and challenges that colleges and universities face as they strive to create
a safe and secure learning environment. Visit intelligentopenings.com/unlocked to hear more.

A Game Changer at VCU
Virginia Commonwealth University
Police Chief John Venuti swears
by video surveillance. He warns,
“Everyone in this city of Richmond
knows that if you come down to VCU
and you’ve got bad intentions, we’re
going to catch you. And we’re going
to catch you on camera.” But it wasn’t
always this way.
When Chief Venuti started at VCU in
2010 he found a surveillance system

“Even in the 2 years that we did the
upgrade, camera technology has
changed dramatically. And the cameras
are much better now than they were 2
years ago. I’d say our upgrades to our
video surveillance system has probably
been a game changer.”
Chief Venuti introduced many safety
measures during his tenure at VCU, but
the video surveillance system upgrade
is a large reason he claims one of the

”Those shots go to the news…
10 minutes later the phone rings
and someone is telling us who it is
that we are looking for.”
that was antiquated and in desperate
need of an upgrade. Officers relied on
piecing together video footage from
several cameras, some of which would
be found not to be working until their
footage was needed. He decided the
system needed a massive upgrade.
Venuti researched enough to ensure
that the technology he settled on did
not become irrelevant in a few years.
“So what we’re in the process of doing
is—we wanted to make sure the new
technology we put in wasn’t onevendor-specific, it wasn’t one-cameraspecific—it was more plug and play so
that we have the flexibility,”
Venuti explains.

safest campuses in the United States.
In a recent survey, 97% of students,
faculty and staff report feeling “safe” or
“very safe” at VCU. This is an impressive
feat as Richmond ranks highly per
capita in most categories of crime. But
the community has also been a large
reason why police have been able to
apprehend some criminals.
“When we have an incident that
occurs and we got really good usable
photographic evidence and we are
looking to identify people—those
shots go to the news,” says Venuti who
is grateful that when news stations
post the school’s footage “10 minutes
later the phone rings and someone is
telling us who it is that we are
looking for.”

Security cameras are
smarter than ever before.
The move from analog
to IP-based digital video
surveillance has allowed
cameras to go from a
documentary tool to
one that can now be
used to prevent crimes.
However, with extra
convenience comes
additional potential
for vulnerability. Cyber
security threats are
constant, and equipment
and software to combat
these dangers can be
daunting for your budget.

How Smart are Your Cameras?
While 9 out of 10 colleges use a video
system of some sort, most are legacy
systems. They are analog, stand-alone
systems. Having any video is better than
having none, but if the video isn’t usable
it might as well not exist — as was the
case at VCU.

Camera manufacturers are also starting
to load analytics directly on cameras
that do something called audio
pattern recognition.

Traditionally, campuses have used
camera systems as a tool to verify if an
alarm is real or to document an incident.
These cameras were really only useful
after the fact — as a reactive tool. But
now that video has migrated from the
analog world into the digital world,
cameras have become much smarter.
“They are able to deploy analytics that
can alert operators to potentially stop
or proactively mitigate a risk as it’s
unfolding. These analytics involve not
only video, but can do some fascinating
things with audio, too,” explained
James Marcella, director of technical
services for camera manufacturer
Axis Communications.
“There’s a number of different audio
analytics that can be employed with
network cameras, starting with the very
basic audio threshold levels. So things
like aggressive voices, breaking glass, or
even gunshot detections can alert the
campus police force that something
else is going on. Most assaults or any
type of violent acts are preceded by a
verbal altercation.”

“Over the last decade almost all network
cameras that have shipped, have shipped
with a built-in microphone. Some with
speakers,” Marcella said. “But with
the advent of IP-addressable network
speakers… if you have an operator
involved — you can actually have a
two-way dialogue with the person they
are viewing over the video.”
This doesn’t mean your goal is to record
a conversation, but the audio pattern
recognition that can be loaded on the
camera to detect aggressiveness in
somebody’s voice is what you’re really
looking for here. A spike in volume
could alert campus security to look at a
particular camera to determine whether
action needs to be taken.

An important analytics feature, one
often embedded on the camera, is a
tamper alarm.
“This is an analytic that basically notifies
campus law enforcement if someone is
obstructing the field of view of the camera,
or if they’ve changed the field of view of
the camera. It’s a way to proactively notify
you that something is amiss in front of the
camera,” Marcella said.
Another new video analytic example is
“Object left behind” or “Object present”.
For example, suppose a college hallway is
usually empty, and suddenly a backpack
appears. It’s been sitting there for 10-20
minutes, and nobody seems to be around
or looking for it. The analytic could be set
to trigger an alarm prompting someone
to investigate.
Video surveillance, when done properly,
acts as a force multiplier. It can
dramatically increase the effectiveness of
a security department as a whole.
Most universities have deployed some sort
of video surveillance system. And most are
planning on expanding what they have.
If you take advantage of the analytics
options these newer digital cameras
provide, you won’t just be expanding your
ability to figure out what happened after
the fact. You’ll be able to provide a
proactive level of risk mitigation.

Consider Your Budget, But Don’t Forget IT!
As you’ve probably already figured out,
making cameras smarter comes with a
greater price tag. But beyond cost there
are other considerations to think about.

not only work, but also fill a real need
for customers.

New video systems run on an IP-based
network backbone. An IP camera can
easily take up a lot of bandwidth when
you’re running high frame rate, highresolution images.

Richendollar emphasized the
importance of security talking to IT
before starting a new project: “Security
should research solutions that will fit
their needs but must also ensure that IT
can understand what security needs and
its impact on the network.”

Duane Richendollar, director of
technology for Stanley Security, shares
some tactics and strategies for budgeting
for an upgraded surveillance system —
along with some unexpected costs.

When video is recording, all that
footage is being stored on your servers.
Commonly overlooked, bandwidth and
storage are the most costly aspects of
video surveillance.

Richendollar, in his position, is tasked
with keeping up with the latest security
trends. His team seeks out and vets new
technologies to make sure they

BUDGETING FOR BANDWIDTH
As a way to make your bandwidth usage
more predictable, you can set a constant
bit rate for your cameras. This basically

means it will cap the bandwidth of your
recording. This is good for budgeting and
knowing monthly costs, but it degrades
the quality of the image and decreases
the usability factor and helpfulness of a
piece of video footage.
Fortunately, camera manufacturers are
taking advantage of new technologies to
ease this burden. Axis uses a technology
called Zipstream, which looks at your
video to differentiate between moving
and still objects. For example, if a visitor
to campus walks by a brick building, the
software might digitally compress the
brick building behind them, but keep
the image of the person walking at a
full resolution. The visitor is what is of
interest in the video, not the wall.
Typically a security practitioner is
interested in what’s moving. Using

“Security should research solutions that will fit their
needs but must also ensure that IT can understand
what security needs and its impact on the network.”
technologies like this can save up to 50% of
storage and bandwidth costs.
INCREASED HARDWARE & SERVER NEEDS
Richendollar warns of additional IT
considerations for security upgrades, “Not
only is it going to add bandwidth to the
network, but it’s also going to increase the
amount of hardware.

stream. And then you’ll get another big
chunk of data. And servers and switches
all have buffer built into them so that they
can absorb those big bursts of data. The
challenge with video is that as you start
bringing on video streams it ramps up and
it never — it will have peaks and lulls — but
they’re small compared to normal data.
And so they never back down.”

“Another aspect from the IT world that
people don’t typically think of, is if I start
adding servers and data switches and
extra cabling to an IDF or an MDF closet,
that increases electrical load to support
the equipment,” Richendollar says. “That
increases the size of your UPS that you

This can catch some IT departments
off-guard. “We see a lot of times where it
overflows that buffer and the packets start
getting dropped,” Richendollar says. “Then
on the same side, on the server, you have
a similar situation. But a typical hard drive
may write at 3-400 megabits per second.

need to back it up in case the power goes
out. It could increase the bandwidth
needed between locations and also the
cooling of the area.”
“The biggest gotcha I see is on the server
recording side,” says Richendollar. “A lot of
colleges are built around virtual machines,
VM platforms. And the challenge is a VM
platform typically is designed to write
data — meaning, you know, user data. User
data’s bursty. You’ll get a big chunk of data,
then there will be a lag, a lull in the data

But if you’re sending a gigabit of data to
that server it just can’t write the data fast
enough to stay up with the video streams.”
There are solutions, however. There
are companies out there making
servers specifically for video recording,
Richendollar says. You can buy dedicated
machines that are designed specifically for
video that have higher throughput, higher
write speeds than what you’d find on a VM.

“If I’m building a new system, it is always
my recommendation to have machines
that are specifically designed for what you
are trying to do,” Richendollar advises.

“If I’m building a new system,
it is always my recommendation
to have machines that are
specifically designed for what
you are trying to do.”
DON’T OVERLOOK MONITORING
A common problem on campuses
is that you might have 100 cameras
throughout the campus, but they aren’t
being monitored. Richendollar speaks
of an incident where a customer called
his company after having an incident
on camera and trying to piece together
footage of the event. But lo and behold the
most valuable camera to the situation was
down. It had been down for 30 days and
nobody knew because there was nobody
monitoring it. In fact, the school realized
that 100 cameras were offline. This was
overlooked because nobody was actively
monitoring the system.
“There are companies that specialize in
security equipment monitoring. Viakoo
is probably one of the more unique
solutions,” Richendollar says. “They have
built a system that is designed to monitor
the camera system from end-to-end. It
will actually monitor your servers; it will
monitor the cameras; it will monitor the
communication path between them. If
bandwidth starts getting choked up, you
can set it for alerts. The unique thing about
it is that it also monitors your video
retention. So let’s say that your system is
set up for 30 days of video retention and
it’s watching that and all of a sudden some
activity has caused the camera to send
an excessive amount of video and your
storage space is now not large enough to
store 30 days, it will actually monitor that
and let you know if your retention periods
are not meeting your expectations.”

MULTIMEGAPIXEL CAMERAS ARE COSTLY
YES, BUT ALSO COST-EFFECTIVE
High-megapixel IP cameras are definitely
not in the same cost bracket as analog
CCTV cameras. But deployed smartly, they
can actually save money and installation
time. Using an example of a football
stadium that might need hundreds of
analog cameras to get good video, police
departments might use several PTZs
to constantly scan a crowd looking for
incidents as they occur. But if they don’t
have a lot of analog cameras covering the
entire stands, it’s easy to miss something
due to poor image quality.

on PoE, which is power over Ethernet. You
only have to pull one cable to the camera.
Where in the past with analog, you had to
have a cable, or coax that ran your video
feed, and then you had to have a power
wire that ran to it.”

Richendollar says in most cases he would
“Generally go in and on a redesign replace
at least 5 analog cameras with one IP
camera. But if you’re using some of the
higher resolution cameras — and I’ve seen
some of the 180s that go up to 40
megapixels, which exceed able versus 15
cables that you have to pull to a new
location. You’re talking one data port
versus 15. Another advantage too in the
IP world is that a lot of these cameras run

“We used to be able to throw a DVR out
there and it runs for 15 years. And you put
it up and running, and nobody ever thinks
about it until it fails. Then when it fails it’s
a capital expenditure to go and replace it
instead of having planned for the future,
waiting for it to fail,” Richendollar says.
“We really go in and typically recommend
you look at your cameras — outdoor
cameras particularly. Budget and plan for
that camera to be replaced before it fails
so you don’t have a gap in your coverage.”

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
Budgeting for IT departments typically
factors in a 3-year lifecycle so that each
year you might put aside 30 percent of
predictable replacement hardware and
equipment costs. But this is typically not
done in security departments particularly
with camera systems.

Dealing with Cybersecurity Threats
Beyond using advanced on-board
intelligence to make your cameras a
proactive security tool, and how to
consider both IT and your budget when
upgrading to these systems — Marcella
and Richendollar both agree that

around the camera and connectivity to
it is definitely a risk and a concern.
Campus security departments should
work with the IT department to identify
ways to protect those cameras — isolate
them from public access, or even

Ask the camera manufacturers about
their information security policies. What
safeguards do they offer within their
products? And how do they alert their
customers if a vulnerability arises?

“The biggest oversight when setting up cameras,
and even access control systems for that matter,
is an easy mistake to make. People don’t change
the default password. ”
campus cyber threats are a very real
threat. And IP-based video surveillance
just adds one more point for a potential
breach to your campus.
“You know, these cameras today, they’re
small computers. If you look at the
processing power they have, a lot of
these cameras have more processing
power than our computers did 30 years
ago,” says Richendollar.
Due to the intelligent analytics
technologies manufacturers are now
building into their cameras, security

internal access of individuals who aren’t
authorized.
Most of the better manufacturers have
the ability to encrypt information
coming back from the camera, but
there are pros and cons to that. One
advantage is that the video stream
becomes more secure and harder to
hack, but the downside is that it will
require additional processing power
on both the front end and back end to
encrypt and decrypt that video stream,
and record it to the server.

“An IT manager should absolutely
look at the cyber track record of the
company and talk to those companies
about what they built into their
products to protect the information
and protect the other devices on the
network from a cyber security policy
perspective,” says James Marcella. You
also will want to know what tools are
provided to help properly configure
cameras from the start.
Most network cameras are going to
come with a number of protocols
activated to make it easy to install,

Setting up a
video system
may take quite a
handful of steps.
But not having
to explain why a
hacker was able
to access the
campus network
through your
cameras will
make it worth it
in the end.
Marcella says. But some of these protocols
you don’t want to have active in an
enterprise security environment. “For
instance, PnP or Bonjour are things that
are by default activated for the ease of
installation, but should probably be
turned off.”
The biggest oversight when setting up
cameras, and even access control systems
for that matter, is an easy mistake to
make. People don’t change the
default password.

“That’s probably the first step I do on any
new video system. We go in and change
the default password,” Richendollar said.
“And we don’t change it to something
simple. We make it convoluted so that it’s
much more difficult to guess randomly.”
Once you’ve installed your cameras and
configured them properly, a smart next
step is to isolate your cameras from other
network devices, even lock down specific
ports or put the cameras behind a firewall.

Setting up a video system may take quite
a few steps. But not having to explain why
a hacker was able to access the campus
network through your cameras will
make it worth it in the end.
“Let’s face it — everything that you put on
the network eventually is going to have
some sort of vulnerability in it. It’s just a
matter of time frankly before there is a
sort of vulnerability that gets introduced,”
Marcella warns, which is why it’s better to
be prepared.

Getting on the Same Page
It isn’t enough simply to install
cameras and hope for the best.
Each camera placement should be
purposeful. Understand why you have
a camera there and make sure you
have deployed the right technology
for the environmental requirements of
that scene.
Then make sure you can hold
intelligent and beneficial
conversations between your

security and IT departments. Duane
Richendollar sums up well how this
scenario can go wrong:
“So often I have seen IT just chew up
the security team because they do not
understand the IT terminology, and
they walk away very frustrated since
they feel they did the right thing by
including IT upfront. Many times I have
seen IT try to poke holes in the
security plan either because they don’t
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want to deal with all the additional
equipment or they are concerned that
it will negatively impact their network.
In the end, with the right people
working together there is always a
solution that will work for both.”
In the end, make sure you seek
out knowledgeable experts.
Consult and work with people
with knowledge and experience
of physical surveillance.

